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Welcome and Introductions
Purpose and Overview of Session
5 Core Focus Areas of Accessibility

Visible and Invisible
Other Considerations

Events and Meetings (including virtual)
Application: Planning ideas into action
Take Aways
Resources

Agenda



As we begin...
Accessibility
The technical and physical aspects 

Inclusivity
Beyond the technical tips and practicalities
The human and emotional aspects–how to be aware and mindful
of diversity in its many forms and to help create spaces where
people can contribute, learn, and flourish



Technical and tangible tips for accessibility
Awareness and mindfulness of ways to be inclusive

A deep dive into diversity in its many beautiful forms–though we will explore
many examples.

What this IS:
Overview of the many ways meetings and events, both in person and virtual, can
be more accessible.       

What this IS NOT:

So, what's the plan?



Visual / Sight
Auditory / Hearing
Mobility / Movement

Mental Health
Neurodivergent / Neurodiverse

Visible Disabilities

Hidden or Invisible Disabilities

5 Core Focus Areas



Ability 
Gender identity & expression
...and more

Words Matter:  Inclusive language guidelines and resources

Awareness and challenging of assumptions and biases

    

Other Considerations



Tips, tools and guidelines for creating more accessible meetings,
presentations, and events
Real time examples, conversation, and problem solving about accessibility &
inclusivity
A customizable checklist you can modify for to help you plan
Resources for further learning & exploration

Goals & Outcomes



Consider lighting and signage.
Design your presentation materials for maximum readability. Consider font and
text size, and color contrast. Avoid flashing or scrolling animation. Consider using bold
or underline font to highlight phrases rather than using italics. 
When using images on a slide, include written descriptions. Verbally describe the
images when presenting for any participants who cannot see them.
Bring large-print copies and send digital copies of your materials. Announce at
the beginning of your session that copies are available for anyone who wants them.
What else?

Visual / Sight

Visible Disabilities



Ensure that all speakers use a microphone and speak slowly and clearly. Use a
roving mic for Q&A. Repeat all questions.
Consider the impact of background music
When presenting, read text you’ve included on slides and images. Don’t assume
that everyone can see and read what you’ve included. 
ASL interpretation: Provide adequate lighting and positioning for interpreter.
Send scripts and videos in advance, spell out acronyms used in presentations.
Caption video clips used in presentations ahead of time. 
What else?

Auditory / Hearing

Visible Disabilities



Have clear pathways at least 32 inches wide, open space for wheelchair seating,
and reserved seating at the front of the room, near interpreters, and near exits.
Keep pathways barrier free, watch for cords on floor, etc.
Service animals: comfortable space, water and toileting nearby
Organize breakout group activities to maximize distance between groups (e.g.
each group going to a corner of the room or side rooms). 
What else?

Mobility / Movement

When setting up the room, keep physical accessibility in mind. 

Visible Disabilities



Provide Reserved front row seating
Ensure wheelchair access throughout the space and access to working tables
throughout room
Service animals: provide a comfortable space, water and toileting nearby
Provide short breaks for processing info, movement, physical needs
Provide additional easy access parking spaces
What else?

Other Considerations

Visible Disabilities



Visible Disabilities: Visual, Auditory, Mobility

Share one take away from this section 

Stretch break

REVIEW

REFLECT

PAUSE

Review, reflect, pause



Mental health

Neurodivergent / Neurodiverse

Hidden or Invisible



Mental health

Hidden or Invisible



1 in 5 employees who manage a diagnosable condition in any given year
60% of all employees who reported symptoms of a mental health condition
in the past year 

The experiences of mental health at work are diverse, and many people who
manage mental health conditions face shame, stigma, and discrimination at
work.
 

Mental Health



Mental health is often stigmatized and marginalized.

Many people still face negative repercussions at work, from disciplinary action to
dismissal. 

As a result, 69% of employees hide their condition from coworkers, and 8 in 10 say that
this stigma prevents them from getting treatment.

As we work to reduce this stigma, engagement, productivity, and belonging across
communities will increase. 

This starts with dialogue and providing support.

Mental Health



What are some ways mental health has been impacted in the past
few years?

What are some tips and tools to help create accessible and inclusive
meetings and events?

Mental Health



What is Neurodiversity?

Neurodiversity describes the idea that people experience and interact with
the world around them in many different ways; there is no one "right" way of
thinking, learning, and behaving, and differences are not viewed as deficits.

Neurodivergent





People with ADHD have high levels of spontaneity, courage, and empathy. They
can hyper-focus on certain tasks.
Those with autism pay attention to complex details, have good memories and show
certain "speciality" skills. 
People with dyslexia can perceive certain kinds of visual information better than
those without the condition. This skill can be useful in jobs like engineering and
computer graphics.

For example, there’s some evidence that:

Neurodivergent



Feeling included in the group
Feeling physically and mentally safe to learn new information
Feeling safe enough to take the risk of contributing their ideas to the
group
Feeling safe and empowered enough to challenge status quos that
don’t make sense

People who are neurodiverse process information about the world around
them differently than neurotypical people. For them to feel psychologically
safe in any learning environment, they need the feel the following four things:

Strategies for supporting neurodiverse
people in workshops and workplaces



Provide multiple presentation styles: Visual, auditory, etc.
Let them know what to expect. Offer structure,  present the schedule. and include
signposts. 
Ask them what might help.
Provide content in small chunks and more easily digestible bites. 
Be sensitive to things like temperature, sound, and lighting.  Avoid flashing light, rapidly
moving images, sudden noises.
Provide stretch and movement breaks.

Tips to create a safe space for physical, mental, and
psychological well-being:



Give people time to process. Allow and incorporate pauses to digest information. 
Use the “Rule of Three.” The brain tends to remember information presented in threes 
— beginning, middle, and end. 
Integrate collaborative discussion and honor participation levels.
Describe images and read text in presentations. 

Tips to create a safe space for physical, mental, and
psychological well-being:



Home / Family life
Parents, siblings, extended family members, LGBT parents, foster parents,
guardians

Gender Identity & Expression
Pronoun preference, gender neutral language "you guys"

Socio-economic status or education
Level of education, job, career

What else?

Inclusivity begins with challenging our assumptions.

Inclusivity Considerations



Disability, physical and mental health
Gender justice, sexual diversity and women's rights
Race, power and decolonization
Migration

IT specific terms
Race, ethnicity, nationality, religion
Disability and abelism
Ageism
Gender Identity and sexual orientation

OXFAM Inclusive Language Guide

University of Washington IT Inclusive Language Guide

The Power of Language



Invisible Disabilities: Mental Health, Neurodiversity
Other considerations
The power of language

Share one take away from this section 

Stretch break

REVIEW

REFLECT

PAUSE

Review, reflect, pause



Send copies of materials in advance
Request and include pronouns on name tags or table placards
Provide closed captioning or speech to text
Consider and describe as needed: Parking, proximity to bus, walkability,
stairs, elevators
Fragrance Free and Flash Free events: make sure to include this
information in advance
What else?

Program Marketing / Registration

Before the Event



Promotion and Announcements
Accessibility Statement    
Include in registration info (and in follow up reminder)

“We strive to host inclusive, accessible events that enable all individuals,
including individuals with disabilities, to engage fully. To be respectful of those
with allergies and environmental sensitivities, we ask that you please refrain from
wearing strong fragrances. To request an accommodation or for inquiries about
accessibility, please contact (name, email, phone).”

Before the Event



 Assistive listening device
 Captioning
 Large print
 Lactation room
 Food Restrictions. List: ________________________
 Other: ______________________________

Consider including an accessibility checklist with registration

I will need the following accommodations in order to participate:

Before the Event



Seating
Ensuring captioning and other technology is working
Maintaining clear pathways
Signage for gender neutral restrooms at all events
What else?

Designate a volunteer or staff person to manage accessibility for guests
Have a designated person for accessibility to help with:

Be prepared to offer assistance (directions for drop-off and accessible parking, seating,
or using the amenities of the building, etc.).

At the Event



Review / orient to accessibility features ie. closed captioning, microphone,
video, chat, etc. Don’t assume everyone knows these things, particularly on
different platforms. Check to see if people are oriented (give me a thumbs up,
put a comment in chat–good, OK, etc) This assures understanding and
recognizes skills and abilities without putting people on the spot.

Use of chat box: Can be an aid for those less verbal, can increase
participation, can also be distracting for some, so explain how to turn it off if
desired.

Virtual Meetings



Introductions of speakers include pronouns and visual descriptions
Encourage people to speak clearly and slowly. State your name when you start
to speak.
Repeat all questions and reinforce proper microphone use.
Consider the need for video. While it may be encouraged, it can present
challenges for some people. What are other ways they can engage without
video?
What else?

Virtual Meetings



Events: before and during
Virtual meetings

Share one take away from this section 

Stretch break

REVIEW

REFLECT

PAUSE

Review, reflect, pause



What can you implement easily?
What may take more time to implement?
What will require some long range planning?

Think about your next meeting or event

                                         
                                                       OR

Share 3 or more ideas you will implement at your next meeting or event

Taking it home...



Did you have an "AHA!" moment?
What is one thing you will do, change, or implement?

What are your Take Aways?



Thank you!
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